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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the authors propose information hiding by machine learning: a method of key generation for information extracting using neural network. The method consists of three layers for information hiding. First, the proposed method prepares feature extraction keys, which are saved by feature extraction attributes like feature coordinates and the region of frequency coefficients. Second, the proposed method prepares hidden patterns in advance to the embedding procedure as a watermark signal of the target contents. Finally, the proposed method generates information extraction keys by using machine learning to output presented hidden patterns. The proper hidden patterns are generated with the proper information extraction key and feature extraction key. In the experiments, the authors show that the proposed method is robust to high pass filtering and JPEG compression. The proposed method contributes to secure visual information hiding without damaging any detailed data of the target content.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we propose a method of key generation scheme for static visual information hiding by using machine learning technology, neural network as its exemplary approach for machine learning method.

The proposed method is to hide bit patterns as training data set for machine learning and the generated classifier acts as an information extraction key. These hidden patterns are prepared in advance to embedding procedure for the purpose of fingerprint or watermark signal of the target content. Machine learning is processed so that the generated classifier herein is neural network, to output the presented hidden patterns when feature values are presented to the classifier. This feature values are extracted using feature extraction key which is prepared before the embedding process. Feature extraction key contains information such as feature coordinates and regions of frequency coefficients. Also, the generated classifier in the machine learning process is saved as information extraction key for extraction process. Information extraction procedure is properly processed only by having two proper keys of feature extraction key and information hiding key.

Our method consists of three layers for digital watermarking as an application of our information hiding and information retrieval method: The first layer prepares feature extraction key, which is saved by feature extraction attributes including feature coordinates and regions of frequency coefficient of visual information; The second layer prepares watermark bit patterns to be related with the target content, in advance to the third embedding procedure, as watermark values of the visual information; And, the third layer generates watermark extraction key which is the classifier generated by the machine learning process. The discussed watermark extraction key and feature extraction key identify the related or associated hidden pattern which is the watermark values for proper digital watermarking procedure as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Key generation scheme in the proposed method
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